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A statuesque Siamese in profile. Two tiny kittens with piercing blue eyes. A stunning Persian with a
luxurious tortoise- shell coat. And a pair of black cats plotting a bit of mischief in a tree. With
hundreds of beautifully composed photographs in full color or black and white, this calendar
captures the grace, beauty, and magical allure of its subjects. Each portrait will enchant the cat
lover.
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We have been buying these calendars for years and enjoy them so much. The pictures are beautiful
and we look forward to them every day. The only reason I gave only 4 stars that I don't like
disposing of the stand every year and putting it into the landfill. I wish these came as refills so that
the old stand could be used.

How can I be an old lady who loves cats without my beloved "Cat Calendar"? It's not possible I tell
you. All kidding aside, I have used this calendar for the past 4 years. Changing the page everyday
has become a daily treat, for my 88 year old mother-in-law and my grand-daughters. The big reveal
is even more exciting if the cat of the day looks like one of our own. Love it!!!

Love this gallery style of calendars. I purchaced 2 this time, one for myself, and one for my daughter
who has 3 cats. I have been purchasing this style for the last 7 years, and I love the many different

subjects you can choose from within the gallery style. Love the large size of the pictures, and look
forward to each new day's cat picture, which all are fabulous!

My annual anticipation of kitty-cat pictures has arrived! And right on time for the New Year.Workman
publishing rarely dissapoints, the eager change of each page always brings a smile. One who is a
Cat lover will definately enjoy this calendar.This is my 4th one, & the many breeds of feline is
surprising. It's also nice to see familiar cats who favor one's own.The "kitteh" dressed for a holiday
or two, funny, adorable, & poignant. The kittens, calico, tabby, black, white, russian blue, persian,
siamese, cats with lilac sealpoints, & my favorite; the occasional tortoiseshell kitty.The many antics,
& natural poses that the photographers discover are always a pleasure to see. Along with
comments that complement the pic, one can learn about certain folklore concerning our beloved
feline. From the Irish proverb about people who don't like cats, to how those of us who know the
supernatural tales of the cat that sees: "haints."In closing, I didn't realize three years ago I would
begin a tradition, & I'm certainly glad that I did.But then again, how else does tradition begin
anyway, it only needs the one.As long as Workman publishes this plethora of cats, on this
page-a-day calendar, I'll always BE that one.

I buy one of these every year to use as a daily calendar in the house. I like cats, and I particularly
like this calendar. High quality photos for each day, plus a clear plastic stand so you can display it
without problems. I tried another calendar, but it was not as good as this one.

I have ordered this Workman's Publishing Company calendar every year for several years. The
stand is nice and I like the way each day's picture is inserted into the back of the stack of pictures,
then flipped over at mid-year. There is much beautiful photography with many portrait quality photos
of cats. There are two things which I do not like about it. One is that there are also included many
pictures of cat PARTS - close-ups of paws, whiskers, tails, etc. Also included, which I do not care
for, are the pictures in which the cats are very small in the composition (I call them "find the cat"
pictures). For example, there may be a photo of an architectural composition with a small image of a
cat somewhere in the picture, totally insignificant. I'm hoping that someone from Workman's
Publishing Company will read this and take note. Again, I'll repeat that there are some gorgeous
portrait quality of beautiful cats.

If you are a cat lover and not a fan of the usual page-a-day tear-off calendars, you will love this

step-above art calendar. Presented in an artist-inspired easel stand, each large picture is a separate
page with full-color photograph accompanied by a saying, quote by a famous person, or a feline
factoid. At the end of the day, you simply place the page in the back of the calendar. Mid-year, you
get a note to simply turn the calendar over and view the backside. No tearing or little pieces of paper
to get all over the place. Images include a wide range of cat breeds and alley cats from all over the
world. I have been enjoying these calendars for at least ten years. Now I give them as gifts to family
and friends who have seen and admired them in my home. They are attractive enough to keep one
by my favorite chair in the living room.

it's beautiful-the cat images are wonderful-although it's barely a calendar of itself. i was expecting
full sheets of each month so i could write daily and see what i've written for each day to keep track
of my appointments. i did not appreciate the customer service i received by the book outlet and
found it snarky condescending which upset me greatly as i have a heart condition and didn't need
the added stress. bad service. beautiful images on the calendar. they're individual pages and much
smaller than i anticipated-so it was not marketed correctly. i'm keeping it because i love the cat
photos-but like i said-it's too small and barely a calendar. and the customer service was very rude to
me-no apology at all-just very rude and snobby. made me very upset.
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